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INTRODUCTION

Abstract—The aim of the present article was to assess the reliability of strength curves as determined from tridimensional
linear accelerations and angular velocities measured by a single inertial measurement unit (IMU) fixed on the upper arm
during a shoulder abduction movement performed holding a
1 kg dumbbell in the hand. Within-subject repeatability of the
task was assessed on 45 subjects performing four trials consisting of one maximal shoulder abduction-adduction movement.
Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was computed on the
average movement angular velocity (VEL) and range of movement (ROM) across the four trials. Within-subject repeatability
of torque curves was assessed in terms of waveform similarities by computing the coefficient of multiple determination
(CMD). Accuracy of the estimated ROM was assessed using
an isokinetic dynamometer. High ICC values of ROM (0.955)
and VEL (0.970) indicated a high within-subject repeatability
of the task. A high waveform similarity of torque curves was
also found between trials (CMD = 0.867). Accuracy with
respect to isokinetic dynamometer in estimating ROM was
always <1 degree (p = 0.37). This study showed the effectiveness of using a single wearable IMU for the assessment of
strength curve during isoinertial movements in a way that complies with the needs of clinicians in an ambulatory setting.

Due to muscle fiber (sarcomere length) and joint
(muscle force moment arm) mechanics, the capacity of
muscles to produce force varies as a function of joint
angle. The graphical representation of this relation has
been defined as the strength curve [1]. Muscle strength
(dependent variable) is generally represented by external
forces/torques measured using dynamometers while a
joint lever is attempting to rotate against an external
resistance.
When one is dealing with an injured joint, knowledge
of force production patterns throughout the range of
motion (ROM) becomes essential for assessing damages,
monitoring functional recovery, and addressing therapeutic interventions avoiding overloads of the muscle-tendon
structure during the rehabilitation phase. For this reason,

Abbreviations: 3D = tridimensional, BMI = body mass index,
CI = confidence interval, CMD = coefficient of multiple determination, ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient, IMU = inertial measurement unit, ROM = range of motion, SE =
systematic error, VEL = angular velocity.
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strength curves have been mostly adopted in the field of
rehabilitation and characterized using either load cells
(by measuring isometric force at any given angle) or isokinetic dynamometers [2–4] as follows. Some studies
have proved the effectiveness of using angle-specific
force/torque curves in identifying and monitoring rehabilitation in pathologies of the patella [5]. In other studies, this approach has been used for analyzing anglespecific strength impairments of elbow flexors [6] or
rotator cuff muscles [7–8]. Furthermore, strength curves
have been adopted for characterizing muscle damage
induced either by spinal cord injuries [9] or eccentric
contraction in elbow flexors [10] and knee extensors
[11]. Finally, strength curves have been used for assessing hamstring/quadriceps strength ratio [12] or for
assessing general decrements in muscle function [13].
Beyond the effectiveness of strength curves as a clinical tool, from a practical point of view, their applicability is jeopardized by the use of isometric and isokinetic
dynamometers, which are expensive and characterized by
a cumbersome setup that is far from the needs of clinicians in an ambulatory setting. Furthermore, from a functional point of view, the muscle activation they produce is
different from that characterizing typical human movements, which are performed neither with fixed joint
angles nor at constant joint angular velocities [14].
Recent technological advances in the field of motion
measurement techniques have opened up new perspectives in human movement analysis: instantaneous tridimensional (3D) linear accelerations and angular
velocities of moving objects can be now measured
directly on board using small inertial sensors such as
accelerometers and gyroscopes, respectively [15]. The
combination of a 3D accelerometer and gyroscope is usually referred to as an inertial measurement unit (IMU);
linear accelerations and angular velocities are measured,
respectively, along and about the geometrical axes of the
IMU case, generally referred to as the local reference system. IMUs, typically used for estimating body segment
orientation [16], have been specifically employed for the
assessment of ROM during joint mobility tests (IMU
fixed on the body segment) [17–19] and muscle strength
during isoinertial strength tests (IMU fixed on the external resistance) [17,20] by estimating the body segment’s
orientation and force impressed to the external resistance,
respectively. This implies that ROM and strength of an
injured joint while rotating against a constant external
resistance (e.g., elbow flexion or shoulder abduction

holding a dumbbell) can be potentially assessed using an
“all-in-one” solution consisting of a single IMU, which
would fully comply with the requirement of an in-field,
ambulatory assessment. In particular, during an isoinertial resisted joint mobility test, an IMU fixed on the rotating body segment could be used to simultaneously
estimate both the angular displacement and the angular
acceleration of the segment: the first can be considered
representative of joint ROM, while the second can be
considered the result of a joint torque produced by the
action of muscle forces.
The aim of the present study was to assess the reliability of using a single IMU for determining strength
curves during isoinertial exercises. A shoulder abduction
movement performed against an external resistance was
chosen as the paradigm for introducing this novel methodological approach.

METHODS
Experimental Protocol
Forty-five subjects (25 males, age 27 ± 8 yr, body
mass index [BMI] 23 ± 3 kg/m2; and 20 females, age
22 ± 3 yr, BMI 21 ± 2 kg/m2) without any previous or
current shoulder impairment and not involved in competitive sports at a professional level participated in the
study. Before data collection, subjects were instructed on
the task to perform. The task consisted of one consecutive shoulder abduction-adduction movement while holding a 1 kg dumbbell in the hand. The task was performed
in a standardized seated position and started with the arm
along the trunk. Subjects were asked to (1) perform the
ascending part of the movement (abduction) as fast as
possible, reaching the maximum joint angular excursion
before inverting the rotation, and (2) keep the elbow fully
extended and the wrist in a neutral position during the
whole arc of movement. Finally, care was taken in
instructing subjects to perform the movement purely on
their frontal plane and without any compensatory movements such as lateral trunk bending that might alter the
measure of shoulder abduction ROM.
Strength Curve Determination
The strength curve relative to the shoulder abduction
movement was assessed using a wireless IMU
(FreeSense, SENSORIZE; Rome, Italy) fixed with an
arbitrary orientation on an arbitrary point of the upper
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arm using an elastic belt. Care was taken in fixing the
IMU on the body segment in order to minimize, as much
as possible, the relative motion of the IMU with respect
to the segment (i.e., skin artifacts) [21–22]. Inertial sensors signals were sampled at 200 Hz and sent via Bluetooth to a laptop computer.
During a shoulder abduction/adduction movement,
because sensors are 3D, the direction of the vector of the
measured 3D angular velocity (  ) coincides with the
joint’s single axis of rotation [23], independently from
how the IMU case has been oriented when fixed on the
body segment. The instantaneous angular displacement
of the IMU ( ) about the axis of rotation (O) was estimated through numerical integration of  . To cope with
time-increasing errors due to the numerical integration
process [24], the sensor fusion algorithm proposed by
Mahony et al. was used [25].
Only the ascending part of  and the corresponding of
 , relative to the abduction movement, were considered
for further analysis (Figure 1). The upper arm-forearm-

hand-dumbbell was assumed to be a single rigid system
(S), and  was considered representative of the shoulder
abduction ROM. The net abducting muscular torque at
the shoulder (T) was estimated by Equation 1:

T    I SO ,

(1)

where  , in radians per second squared, is the angular
acceleration of S estimated by numerical differentiation
O
of  [26] and I S is the moment of inertia of S about the
axis of rotation O. Note that the so-computed T is the sum
of the moments of all the external forces that rotate S
about O, and hence, it also includes the rotational compoO
nent due to gravity. I S was computed using the parallel
axis theorem (Equation 2):

I SO   I nCM  mn  d n2 ,

(2)

Figure 1.
Sample plots showing instantaneous angular displacement during consecutive shoulder abduction/adduction movement estimated
by (a) inertial measurement unit and (b) relevant angular velocity (VEL). max = maximum, ROM = range of motion.
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as the sum of the moments of inertia of each of the n segments of S (upper arm, forearm, hand, and dumbbell)
with respect to O. For each of the n segments of S, the
moment of inertia with respect to the segment’s center of
mass (ICM) is determined with respect to O by adding to
ICM the segment’s mass (m) multiplied by the squared
distance from the segment’s CM to O (d2). The segment
inertia parameters (mass, moment of inertia, and length)
needed to solve the parallel axis theorem were estimated
from the subjects’ anthropometric data by using equations provided by de Leva [27], whereas the dumbbell’s
inertia parameters were computed from the geometry and
mass of the dumbbell.
A strength curve relative to the shoulder abduction
movement was, finally, obtained by plotting the torque T as
a function of the shoulder abduction angle  (Figure 2).
Note that the resulting strength curve is the result of an
isoinertial muscle contraction [14], and hence, it represents
the capacity of muscles to lift a constant external resistance
(1 kg in this case) against gravity at the maximum voluntary angular acceleration. Different loads and angular
accelerations (voluntary effort performed by the subject)
yield different strength curve patterns and magnitudes.

Figure 2.
Sample plots showing net shoulder abduction torque (from
movement start to maximum abduction) as function of
(a) abduction time and (b) abduction range of motion (ROM).
The latter is also referred to as “strength curve.”

Repeatability Assessment
After a specific warm-up, data collection began with
subjects performing four trials consisting of one consecutive shoulder abduction-adduction movement each with
their dominant arm. One minute of rest was taken
between trials. Within-subject repeatability of the performed task was assessed by means of intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) (type: ICC(2,1)) [28] computed on
the average movement angular velocity (VEL) and ROM
across the four trials. Within-subject repeatability of
torque-time curves estimated in correspondence of the
four trials was assessed by means of the coefficient of
multiple determination (CMD) and systematic error (SE),
the latter expressed as percentage of the range of the
average between-trials torque-time curve [29–31]. The
CMD assesses waveform similarity between timenormalized series of data [32], whereas SE is a measure
of the overall difference between time-normalized series
of data [33]. A CMD value, expressed as r2, of 0 indicates no similarity and 1 indicates perfect agreement.
CMD values >0.75 suggests good to excellent agreement
between measurements of kinematic time curves [32].
Upper and lower 95 percent confidence intervals (CIs)
were also reported for CMD and SE data.
Accuracy Assessment
Accuracy of the estimated angular displacement was
assessed using an isokinetic dynamometer (Kin-Com,
Isokinetic International; Chattanooga, Tennessee). One
subject performed three consecutive shoulder abductionadduction movements at five different angular velocities
(30, 60, 90, 120, and 240 /s) with 90 of imposed ROM.
The latter was used as reference for the ROM estimated
using the IMU, which was fixed with an arbitrary orientation at the end of the rotating arm of the isokinetic
machine (46 cm from the center of rotation) (Figure 3).
Theoretically, errors introduced by the numerical integration process of a time series of data increase with time
and noise-to-signal ratio; for this reason, the influence of
number of repetitions and angular velocities on the estimated ROM was assessed using an analysis of variance
for repeated measurements (within = repetitions, between
= angular velocities). Furthermore, a Pearson correlation
analysis was used to assess any trend between the error in
estimating the ROM and the increasing VEL used in the
experiments. Finally, a one-sample Student t-test was
used to compare the estimated ROM against the true
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Accuracy Assessment of Method
Mean error of the current method in estimating ROM
was always <1 (p = 0.37) in any of the 3  5 repetitions
performed at the isokinetic dynamometer. Neither the
number of repetitions (p = 0.21) nor the angular velocities (p = 0.62) were found to influence the estimated
ROM. The latter did not correlate with the increasing
angular velocities used in the experiments (r = 0.32). Figure 4 shows the accuracy of the current method in tracking instantaneous joint angular displacement with respect
to that measured by the isokinetic dynamometer.

DISCUSSION
Figure 3.
Experimental setup used for accuracy assessment in estimating
angular displacement using inertial measurement unit (IMU).

value (90) for each single repetition of each of the five
angular velocities. Significance for all statistical tests was
set at p < 0.05. Statistical analysis and signal processing
were carried out using SPSS version 20 (IBM Corporation; Armonk, New York) and MATLAB R2011b (MathWorks; Natick, Massachusetts), respectively.

A strength curve is a powerful tool employed by clinicians for the assessment of muscle damage and functional recovery during a rehabilitation program [2,5];
targeted consequent therapeutic interventions may,
indeed, rely on the knowledge of strength capability of
muscles at any given angle of the joint’s arc of movement. Strength curves have been also used by researchers
to analyze muscle damage related to different types of
muscle contractions or activities [9–11,13]. This is typically accomplished by means of isometric or isokinetic
dynamometry. This study explored the feasibility and
reliability of assessing strength curves during isoinertial
movements using a single wearable device based on 3D
linear accelerometer and gyroscope sensors. In particular,

RESULTS
Repeatability Assessment of Method
Average ICC values relative to ROM and VEL computed between the four performed trials were 0.955 (95%
CI = 0.930–0.979) and 0.97 (95% CI = 0.952–0.982),
respectively. Between-trial ROM and VEL standard deviations, expressed as percentage of the mean ROM and
VEL collected over the four trials, were averaged over
the 45 subjects and were equal to 3.3 and 4.8 percent,
respectively.
CMD values, as computed between torque-time
curves collected in correspondence of the four performed
trials and considered over the 45 subjects, ranged from
0.846 to 0.888 (mean = 0.867), whereas SE values ranged
from 3.8 to 4.7 percent (mean = 4.2%) of the range of the
average between-trial torque-time curve.

Figure 4.
Plot showing instantaneous angular displacement as measured
by the isokinetic dynamometer (black line) and estimated by
inertial measurement unit (gray line) during three consecutive
shoulder abduction-adduction movements performed at 90/s.
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a shoulder abduction movement performed against a 1 kg
dumbbell was chosen as the paradigm for introducing
this novel methodological approach.
First, we wanted to ensure that the task, a shoulder
abduction movement holding a 1 kg dumbbell in the hand,
was repeatable if assessed over four different trials by 45
subjects. To do so, we analyzed the consistency of the
ROM and movement’s average VEL between the four
shoulder abduction movements performed by each subject; the high reproducibility of the task was confirmed by
high ICC values (ROM = 0.955, VEL = 0.970) and low
between-trial standard deviation (ROM = 3.3% and VEL =
4.8% of the mean ROM and VEL collected over the four
trials). Then, within-subject repeatability of exerted net
abduction torque was assessed in terms of waveform similarity between torque-time curves as collected over the
four trials; according to Kadaba et al. [32], a mean CMD
value of 0.867 reflects good to excellent agreement
between measurements of torque-time curves (Figure 5).
An average SE of 4.2 percent revealed, as well, a low offset between the four torque-time curves collected for each
subject.

Figure 5.
Sample plot relative to 1 of 45 subjects in study showing intertrial repeatability of time-normalized torque curves (expressed
as percentage of shoulder abduction movement) collected in
correspondence of four performed trials. For this sample subject, coefficient of multiple determination = 0.845 and rootmean-square error = 3.6 N·m; the latter corresponds to 5.7% of
average range of torque curves (63.1 N·m).

Finally, accuracy assessment was carried out. Because
the main weakness of using miniature inertial sensors is a
low frequency, unpredictable drift affecting data derived
from numerical integration of sensor output [24], the
instantaneous shoulder abduction/adduction angular displacement estimated through numerical integration of the
measured VEL was compared to that measured by an isokinetic dynamometer at different VELs. The analysis
revealed the high accuracy of the current method (error
was found to always be <1) and no statistical differences
between the estimated and measured angular displacements. This successful result was not surprising because
of the well-established efficacy of most of the sensor
fusion algorithms proposed in the last decade.
With regard to other data estimated by numerical calculus, future works may lead on assessing accuracy of the
angular acceleration derived through numerical differentiation of the measured VEL. The error introduced by such
numerical process is a high frequency noise (i.e., spikes)
in the derived signal that can be filtered out either by lowpass filtering the original signal before the numerical differentiation process or by performing the numerical differentiation using smoothing spline [26] or wavelet
functions [34]. This source of error, although much more
manageable than that related to numerical integration,
needs to be further investigated because all the proposed
solutions in the literature are mostly based on linear positional data collected by camera-based movement analysis
systems [26] and little is known about managing numerical differentiation of inertial sensors signals.
If standardization of protocols for the assessment of
strength curves is, generally, a fundamental requirement
for the sake of repeatability and cross-comparison of
results (past attempts to define normative strength curves
for shoulder failed because of a lack of standardization,
e.g., plane of motion, position of the shoulder, or stabilization of the body [35]), this becomes critical when tests
are performed in isoinertial mode making use of a single
IMU. With regard to joint mobility assessment, while use
of a single IMU makes the measurement setup ambulatory and time- and cost-effective, special care must be
taken in the execution of the movement in order to avoid
substitute movements or compensations that may result
in false or unwanted joint measurements (e.g., elbow
flexion during shoulder abduction movement), respectively. This risk, in fact, could be avoided using multiple
IMUs on adjacent body segments. With regard to the
assessment of muscle strength, the prerequisite of any
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strength test is to make sure that the subject performs the
test with maximal voluntary effort; this condition, easier
to obtain in isokinetic and isometric modality (because
the subject is not asked to control the movement because
the latter is either guided or performed against a fixed
resistance, respectively), is less controllable for isoinertial strength test. The only solution is to ask the subject to
repeat the test several times and then check the repeatability of strength values. In the current study, this problem was addressed by evaluating waveform similarity of
torque-time curve (strength assessment) and repeatability
of ROM and VEL measurements (joint mobility assessment). Both analyses revealed high reproducibility of the
task, both in movement kinematics and exerted effort.
Finally, beyond all the advantages of assessing
strength curves in isoinertial mode using a single wireless
IMU (consistent muscle contraction, cost-effective
instrumentation, ambulatory evaluation, etc.), the clinical
effectiveness of assessing strength curves in isoinertial
mode still needs to be explored. Moreover, there are also
some methodological issues that would require further
analysis: (1) a mathematical-related issue may concern
the characterization of the error related to the numerical
differentiation of the measured angular velocity (which is
directly related to the accuracy of the estimated net joint
moment); (2) a task-related issue may concern the identification of the possible error associated with the estimate
of planar joint kinematics due to errors in the execution
of the movement (substitute movements or compensations may result in false or unwanted joint measurements) when only a single sensor is used; and (3) finally,
since the isoinertial strength curve is load specific, a protocol-related issue may concern the choice of the amount
of external load that has to be used for the assessment
according to the type of disease and patient.

CONCLUSIONS
This study showed that a joint’s strength curve can be
determined not only using isokinetic or isometric dynamometry but also during functional movements using a
single IMU. This may open up new perspectives for clinicians because a strength curve could then be easily
obtained in ambulatory settings and, hence, used as a routinary diagnostic tool for assessing the functional recovery of a joint. In this regard, clinical uses of this
technique need to be evaluated in order to verify the

specificity of such a tool in identifying either functional
limitation of a deficient joint or improvements during a
rehabilitation program.
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